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IQS Release History 

IQSweb V2 and Higher Release History 
Release Dates/Description Database Version Program Version 

9/30/2010 
V2 Major Release 

V2.0.1 V2.0.1 

11/24/2010 
Performance Issue for Large 
Databases Patch 

V2.0.2 V2.0.2 

5/6/2011 
Comment Data Overwrite 
Patch for V2.0.2 users. 

V2.0.2 V2.0.3 

3/20/2012 
V3 Major Release 

V3.0.0 V3.0.0 

7/3/2012 
Security Issue Patch 

V3.0.1 V3.0.1 

3/5/2014 
Enhancements and bug fixes 
including 310-1 update. 

V3.1.1 V3.1.1 

7/1/2014 
Minor bug fixes found in 
V3.1.1  

V3.1.2 V3.1.2 

12/22/2015 
V4 Major Release 

V4.0.0 V4.0.0 

2/27/2017 
V4 Patch addressed Transfer 
Out issue. 

V4.0.2 4.0.2 

2/13/2018 
V5 Major Release 

V5.0.0 V5.0.0 

2/27/2020 
V6 Major Release – IRWIN 
Integration 

V6.0.0 V6.0.0 

6/5/2020 
V6 Patch addressed minor 
IRWIN integration issues 

V6.0.1 V6.0.1 

8/6/2020 
V6 Patch addressed IRWIN 
integration issues plus several 
bugs found in V6. 

V6.1.0 V6.1.0 
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5/10/2022 
V7 Major Release – IRWIN 
Integration Issues and other 
high priority fixes. 

V7.0.0 V7.0.0 

 

Bug Fixes and Enhancements 
The list below represents a summary of items addressed in IQS V7.1.0 

Ticket ID Bug Fixes/Enhancement Description IQS Module 

5139 

Attachment Folder Merge Together - fixed issue where a 
user was able to combine two outer most folders into one 
folder. One folder was then hidden with no visible signs of 
the other folder. The hidden folder was NOT deleted and 
its attachments are retained. Attachments 

5138 
Attachment Folders - Added check to not allow a folder to 
have itself as a parent folder Attachments 

3103 

Refresher Training Identification -  the tool tip for expired 
refresher training now includes the course code of the 
message indicating the refresher training course that is 
needed Certifications/Qualifications 

10206 

Deleting a training entry in a person's record - fixed issue 
where if a training entry was deleted from a person's 
record in Certifications/Qualifications, it returned an error 
message that "an error was encountered processing the 
request" even though the entry was correctly deleted. Certifications/Qualifications 

7152 
Updated Training Nomination Form to use the new NWCG 
Training Certificate Template - 2021 Certifications/Training 

10233 
Changed URL for Help Link to point to AZURE help rather 
than locally installed help. General 

10228 

Removed all references to ROSS within application 
changing them to "IRWIN" or "Integration Service" 
appropriate. General 

3047 

Separated the IQS Help from the installation allowing the 
help to be as needed rather than only with scheduled 
releases. Install 

10223 

IRWIN Integration: Added Fitness Expiration Date to data 
integrated with IRWIN so that this date could be read by 
IROC or a CAD. IRWIN 

10222 

IRWIN Integration: Added Qualification Expiration Date to 
data integrated with IRWIN so that IROC or a CAD could 
read this date. IRWIN 

10192 

Certificate passphrase with & can trigger ASP.NET 
validation - removed & character from passphrase 
creation to prevent possible security violation. IRWIN 
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10190 

Fixed issue that caused an error when qualification's job 
code does not exist in IRWIN which stops the entire 
update qualifications batch processing job IRWIN 

10185 
Fixed time-out issue that was reported intermittently 
when exporting CSV of IRWIN logs IRWIN 

9173 

IRWIN Integration: Experience Import - added comment 
"Imported from IRWIN" for persons experience records 
that are imported from the IRWIN integration service. IRWIN 

10253 

Fixed issue where persons can be quarantined in IRWIN 
when their records are updated (not just added) in IRWIN 
on the Person/Org page. IQS needed to capture that the 
record was quarantined and notify the user. IRWIN 

10254 

Fixed issue where on the Person/Org page that a 
previously integrated person lost the value for the 
Integration ID section once the Integration checkbox is 
unchecked.  Now the integration ID shows regardless if 
the person is currently integrated or not. IRWIN, Person/Org 

10224 

Data Entry Support - made the permissions group a 
required field if the user is in the "Data Entry Support" 
role to address an issue caused by a missing value in the 
permission group. Maintain Users 

10251 

Fixed issue where users logged into the application in the 
"Post" role could not save a manually entered experience 
record. Post Experience 

10229 
Added data validation to ensure that dashes and spaces 
cannot be entered for dispatches and providers Reference Data 

8166 

New report: Users listing - lists the IQS Users in the 
database with login name, full name, phone number and 
email. Reports 

7142 
Fixed issue where "Courses Not Taken" and "Courses 
Completed" reports were listing the same people Reports 

10242 

To address identified possible security vulnerabilities: 1) 
Set the X-FRAME-OPTIONS in the header as SAMEORIGIN. 
2) Added the Set-Content-Security-Policy to self to help 
prevents XSF attacks. General – security  
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